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ABSTRACT

BENDING OF COMPOSITE CYLINDERS
by
Manuel Aguirre G.

A study is made with the purpose of investigating
the behavior of composite cylinders under the action of
bending loads.
A theoretical approach is proposed in which several
simplifying assumptions are made, and an experimental
analysis is carried out with the view of establishing the
degree of validity of these assumptions as well as for
purposes of investigating the general behavior of the
composite cylinders.
The principal assumptions made in the theoretical
treatment of the problem are*
1. Plane transverse sections remain plane both within
the elastic limit of the materials and in the post-yield
stages.
2. The steel behaves in accordance with Hooke's Law
up to a strain of 2000 microinches per inch (0.2#).

For

higher values of strain, the steel stress has a constant
value

(TQ'Z

determined by the "0.2# offset" standard as shown

in the figure below.

STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR STEEL

3. The stress-strain relationship for concrete is as
established in “A Study of Combined Bending and Axial Load
in Reinforced Concrete Members”, University of Illinois
Engineering Experiment Station, Bulletin Series No. 399»
1951» "by Eivind Hognestad.
4. Concrete has negligible tensile strength.
5* Somastic and wrap coat, component materials in the
composite cylinders, have negligible capacity to withstand
tension or compression.
The test specimens used in the experimental analysis
are composite cylinders made up of an inner steel cylinder,
an intermediate somastic cylinder or wrap coat cylinder, and
an outer, wire reinforced concrete cylinder.

In practice

these composite cylinders are used in the construction of
under-water pipelines (the concrete cylinder serves the
primary purpose of providing negative buoyancy, while the
somastic and the wrap coat are asphaltic substances for
protection of the steel cylinder against corrosion).
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS

i*! = Inside radius of steel cylinder
T2 - Outside radius of steel cylinder
r^ = Inside radius of concrete cylinder
r^ = Outside radius of concrete cylinder
p = Radius of curvature of composite cylinder
(- Curvature of composite cylinder
Es = Modulus of elasticity of steel
O' — Stress
Yield stress (0.2$ offset)
Maximum compressive steel stress
Maximum tensile steel stress
Stress corresponding to maximum compressive concrete
strain
(%.* - Concrete cylinder strength
<%"= Concrete strength of beam relative to cylinder strength
€ - Strain
€y - Steel yield strain (0.2$)
- Maximum compressive steel strain
Maximum tensile steel strain
€e = Maximum compressive concrete strain
= Maximum "elastic” concrete strain ( €* = 2 0JVEC)
<f« = 0.38$ (Concrete strain)
p

= Neutral axis offset

M

= Total moment carried by composite cylinder cross section

Ms = Moment carried by steel cylinder cross section
Mc = Moment carried by concrete cylinder cross section
1

Me = Elastic moment carried by steel cylinder cross section
Mp a* Plastic moment carried by steel cylinder cross section
M0 = "Elastic" moment carried by concrete cylinder cross
section
Mu *s "Plastic" moment carried by concrete cylinder cross
section
F

=* Total resisting forces in composite cylinder cross
section

Fs =s Forces in steel cylinder cross section
F0 = Forces in concrete cylinder cross section
Fe =s Elastic forces in steel cylinder cross section
Fp s= Plastic forces in steel cylinder cross section
F0 a* "Elastic" forces in concrete cylinder cross section
Fu = "Plastic" forces in concrete cylinder cross section
e

as Elastic (Subscript)

p

=s Plastic (Subscript)

s

as steel (Subscript)

c

ss Concrete (Subscript)
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to investigate the
behavior of composite cylinders under the action of bending
loads.
A theoretical approach to the problem is proposed in
which several assumptions have to be made, and an experimental
analysis is carried out with the view of establishing the
degree of validity of these assumptions, as well as for
purposes of investigating the general behavior of the
composite cylinders.
The test specimens used in the experimental analysis
are composite cylinders made up of an inner steel cylinder or
pipe, an intermediate somastic cylinder or wrap coat cylinder,
and an outer, wire reinforced concrete cylinder.

In practice

these composite cylinders are used in the construction of
underwater pipelines (the concrete cylinder serves the primary
purpose of providing negative buoyancy, while the somastic
and the wrap coat are asphaltic substances for protection of
the steel cylinder against corrosion).
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II.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The principal assumptions made in the theoretical
treatment of the problem are»
1. Plane transverse sections remain plane both within
the elastic limit of the materials and in the post-yield
stages.
2. The steel behaves in accordance with Hooke*s Law
up to a strain of 2000 microinches per inch (0.2^).

For

higher values of strain, the steel stress has a constant
value (T0,t determined by the "0.2% offset" standard as shown
in Fig. 1, (b).
3. The stress-strain relationship for concrete is as
shown in Fig. 1, (c).*
4. Concrete has negligible tensile strength.
5. Somastic and wrap coat have negligible capacity to
withstand tension or compression.
When the composite cylinder under investigation is
subjected to bending loads as shown in Fig. 2, the axis of
bending or neutral axis is offset from the centroidal axis
by virtue of the fact that the outer concrete cylinder
carries compression only.

*From No. 1 in the list of References, pp. 45, 46.
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Taking an infinitesimal length of cylinder as shown
in Fig.

3»

the strain or elongation per unit length at any

point away from the neutral axis is

6
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FIG.3

INFINITESIMAL LENGTH OF CYLINDER

Referring in particular to the pure flexure section of
the cylinder of Fig. 2, and assuming that only elastic deform¬
ations take place, the neutral axis offset "p" may be obtained
by considering the static equilibrium of resisting forces
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FIG. 4 COMPOSITE CYLINDER CROSS SECTION
acting at a typical cross section of the cylinder such as
shown in Fig. 4.

To this end leti

Fs *= Forces in steel cylinder cross section
Fc « Forces in concrete cylinder cross section
Then,

Fs + Fc = 0

To obtain Fs i

dFs a <71 cjA

= E$ €. cfA
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Substituting Fg and Fc into equation (1), letting

A

-

7T t}* ),

Since

and

solving for

M

p"i

M

p" appears on both sides of equation (2), an

iterative procedure may be set up to solve for "p", given
a value of p,

It should be remembered, however, that

equation (2) is valid only when the strains at any point
of the cross section are elastic.

Therefore when a value of

p and a value of "p" are found which satisfy equation (2),
these values must also be of such a magnitude that the result¬
ing strains are elastic everywhere.
Fig. 5 (See also Fig. 1, a) shows a strain plot at
a cross section of the composite cylinder. gc denotes the
maximum concrete strain,
steel strain and
€ a —

denotes the maximum compressive

€sk the maximum tensile steel strain.

Since

it follows that

y°
P

s>

(3)

(4)
And

(5)
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FIG. 5

STRAIN PLOT

In order to ascertain the status of strains correspond¬
ing to any values of j> and "p" which satisfy equation (2),
it is necessary to substitute these values into equations (3)
and (5).

If

|^c| £ J^-01

an<

i J^s^j ~

w ere

^

&o is

as

defined in Fig. 1, (c), and £y is the steel yield strain (0.2$),
then the values ofjo and "p" may be used further to obtain
the moment by means of the equations which will be derived
next.

Leti

M = Moment carried by composite cylinder cross section
Ms= Moment carried by steel cylinder cross section
Mc= Moment carried by concrete cylinder cross section
Then,

M = Ms + Mc
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Substituting Ms and M0 into equation (6)1

[?
+f

tpz

[i tf-t) t

—^

tjp(*4-ri)(C°S *3 -

-\rs(rf-'i) [<■«*^

(r*Kri) (%• 4)]

**H><■««$r*^^)1
5//v z

* \p(r;-rt)

;

*<)

tpz(r43- rfyas +rccs#4)f
The above equation then may be used for obtaining
the total moment carried by the composite cylinder cross
section when all strains are elastic.
Equations for determining neutral axis offset and
moment in the post-yield stages of the materials are derived
in the Appendix.
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III.

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Test Setup
Four test specimens 40 feet long were tested whose
pertinent properties are summarized in Table 1.
As shown schematically in Fig. 2, the test specimens
were supported horizontally at two points 30 feet apart,
and two equal loads were applied vertically at points 12 feet
apart and 9 feet each from the nearer support point.

This

test setup of course provided a constant moment or pure
flexure span between the load points, which span was the
principal target of observation and Investigation.
In the first test a portion 30" long of concrete and
somastic was removed all the way around, 33" away from one
of the loading points, inside the pure flexure span, to sim¬
ulate a field joint (In under-water pipeline laying operations,
a field Joint is the junction of an additional piece of pipe
to the pipeline being laid.

Since in practice this junction

is usually made by welding, the section at which the junction
is made must be free of somastic and concrete coating. Concrete
is cast on a field joint after welding to match the concrete
coat on the rest of the pipeline, but the pipe is laid in
place before the fresh concrete has a chance to solidify).
In the second test, too, a portion 6" long of concrete and
somastic was removed all the way around immediately outside of
the pure flexure span.

No field Joint was simulated in

either of the last two tests.
12

TABLE 1.

PROPERTIES OP COMPOSITE CYLINDERS
Test No.

Steel
Cylinder

Somastic
Cylinder

12Sla

12Slb

12W1

12W2

I. D.,
In.

11.938

11.938

11.938

11.938

0. D. ,
In.

12.75

12.75

12.75

12.75

I. D. ,
In.

12.75

12.75

—

—

0. D. ,
In.

13.81

13.88

mm mm

—

I. D. ,
In.

mm mm

mm mm

iz.75

12.75

0• D• §
In.

—

—

13.30

13.30

I. D. ,
In.

13.81

13.88

13.30

13.30

0. D.,
In.

1373
to
16.4

1372
to
16.4

15.9
to
16.3

16.3
to
16.9

Concrete Strength,*'
C£'» ksi

4.7

4.7

3.0

3.5

29

28

30

30

Wrap Coat
Cylinder

Concrete
Cylinder

Modulus of Elasticity,
of Steel, Es, psi x 10“®
Yield Stress of Steel
at 0.2% 0ffset,<752, ksi

65.0

57.6

59.6

61.5

Yield Stress of Steel
at 0.5% 0ffset,<7£s, ksi

69.7

61.3

59.6

61.5

26

27

29

28

Percent Elongation
in 2 In. Gage Length

* 140#/Cu. Pt. Concrete
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Strains on the steel cylinder were measured by means
of FAE-25-12S6L, SR-4, £" long, foil strain gages.

These

gages were installed at the outside surface of the steel
cylinder, both top and bottom, by perforating through the
concrete and somastlc with a 3" Dia. coring tool at several
locations in the pure flexure span and at least one location
outside the pure flexure span.

Steel strain gages were

installed diametrically opposite one another at top and bottom
at each location.

At some locations two gages were installed

on top and two at the bottom.

In addition steel gages were

also installed at points 90 degrees around from certain top
gages.

Some of these side gages were oriented longitudinally

with the axis of bending of the cylinder and others at 45
degrees.

All other gages were oriented longitudinally.

All

top perforations through concrete and somastlc or wrap coat
were plugged back with concrete to restore the composite
cylinder as much as possible to its original condition.
Strain gages were also installed at top and bottom of the
steel cylinder at the field Joint.
Strains on the concrete cylinder were measured by means
of type A-9-4, SB-4, 2^'* long, wire strain gages installed
at various points inside and outside the pure flexure span.
For the first test some concrete strain gages were located
at the bottom or tension region of the cylinder, but these
gages either gave erratic readings or went completely out
after the first few load stages, consequently no more concrete
strain gages were used on the tension region for the last
three tests.

The top concrete strain gages were located at
14

the very crest of the cylinder or as close to it as possible.
Most concrete gages were installed on the same transverse
plane as steel gages.

Also concrete strain gages were

installed 90 degrees around from certain top gages and orient
ed both longitudinally and at 45 degrees to the axis of the
cylinder.
Deflections of the cylinders were measured at locations
about 2 feet apart throughout the supported length of the
cylinders.

Graduated rods were attached to the side of the

cylinders at each location, free to hang vertically, and
readings of the cylinder deflections under load were taken
off of the graduated rods by means of an accurate level.
The bending loads were applied to the cylinder with
hydraulic rams through 1-1/8" Dia., high strength rods proper
ly instrumented with strain gages to serve as load cells.
Loads were applied to the cylinder at each of the two load
points at stages of 2000 to 4000 Lbs., in about five loading
and unloading cycles up to a maximum per load point of about
35000 Lbs.

The average time elapsed between one load stage

and the next was approximately 15 minutes.
A deflection transducer was inserted into the steel
cylinder and located at the middle point to measure the
change in diameter in the vertical and horizontal directions
of the steel cylinder during loading.
The strength of the steel was determined by tests
performed on three tensile specimens per cylinder made from
material cut out of each steel cylinder.

The strength of

concrete was determined by means of a rebound test hammer
15

with which measurements were taken at various spots through¬
out the length of the cylinder.

Thus the values for physical

properties of steel shown in Table 1 represent average results
obtained from the 3 tensile specimens per cylinder.

The

values of concrete strength 0^' are the average of some 25
rebound test hammer readings per cylinder.

Tests Results
The data obtained from the experimental composite cylinder
tests consisted basically of steel and concrete strain values,
as well as cylinder deflections for specified applied loads.
In order to understand better the behavior of the composite
cylinders under bending loads, it is useful to consider the
radius of curvature p or the curvature ^ of the cylinders,
as well as the neutral axis offset

M

span under the action of such loads.

pM at the pure flexure
Consequently computa¬

tions were made to determine ys and ^ from measured steel
strains and deflections, and "pM was computed from measured
strains.
To obtain j* from strain readings, equations (4) and (5)
are used as followsi
From equation (4)i
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p =. |es^| y*

and

r

f

hi hi

Since for small deflection “beam theory the curvature
is the reciprocal of the radius of curvature

f,

then it

follows that
lgr*l

r

~

To determine

+

lg341

zr

2

curvature

<j> from

deflection readings, a

finite difference scheme may be employed as followst

With

reference to Pig. 6, and using a Taylor series expansion
about point Yn, then
1

+ % (AX)

and

S

+ O(AX)

K; - JJ- y^AX f f( (AX)*- O (A X)\

FIG. 6 FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEP/IE
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so that

&
Since

yn

H

Mu + y»., - s y„
(■AX.)*

c/zy

and since for small deflection
a/2 y
beam theory the curvature ^
then
cfX*
ctx*- *

y/t~i — 2 y„ -j- yp+t
(AX)*
Wherei
and

XJ,

and ynt,

are cylinder deflection readings,

Is the distance between two adjacent deflection

points in question.
To determine "p" from measured strains, again equations

(4) and (5) are used as follows!
Prom equation (4)i
fz P

1^**1

Prom equation (5)»

P

Hencei

n + t>

M

£-/> n + P
€

Nl "

/>

| ^l

r 1^**1 ~ fell
*

1***1 +

All computations of f>,

M

and "p", whether theoretical

or from experimental strain data were confined to the pure
flexure span of the cylinders, and in all cases the values
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shown in Figs. 11, 16, 17* and 18 represent the average of
the values computed at the various locations of the pure
flexure span where strains were measured.
of yo and

Also computations

from deflections were averaged out over the pure

flexure span.
Figs. 7* 8* 9* and 10 are intended to show the loading
history and residual curvature corresponding to certain
maximum applied moments.

As was pointed out before, the

loads were applied to the cylinder cyclicly, and the strains
given are maximum values reached in each load cycle.

The

maximum curvature reached was 0.0172/Ft., and steel strains
in excess of 1.3% were obtained; however the change in cross
sectional shape of the cylinder, even at this high values of
curvature and strain, was not appreciable.
A good and sensitive indication of the contribution of
concrete to the flexural regidity of the composite cylinder
is given by the neutral axis offset.

In this respect, Fig. 11

shows the contribution of concrete is quite small for test
12Sla; in other words the composite cylinder with a simulat¬
ed field Joint in the pure flexure span behaves very similar¬
ly to a plain steel cylinder.

In general, values of neutral

axis offset Increase fairly rapidly with load, then taper
off with increased load until the concrete starts crushing.
As would be expected, the values of neutral axis offset
after the concrete starts crushing follow a generally
decreasing erratic pattern.
It has already been established in general that a field
Joint in the pure flexure span renders the concrete incapable
19

of developing any significant compressive strains.

A more

detailed picture of the concrete behavior near the field
joint is illustrated in Fig. 12, which shows the strains in
the concrete at certain locations away from the field joint.
As the composite cylinder is loaded, the field Joint
introduces a break in the compressive stresses developed
along the concrete cylinder, thus allowing the concrete to
relieve itself by creeping on the somastic, on both sides of
the field joint.

This creep is more pronounced next to the

field joint and deminishes with increasing distance away
from said joint, as is evidenced in Fig. 12 by the fact that
compressive strain values decrease with increasing distance
away from the field joint.
Figs. 13, 14, and 15 show concrete strains plotted
against applied moment for the three cylinders with no field
Joint in the pure flexure span.

With increasing load the

compressive stresses in the concrete increased at all sections
until crushing of the top surface of the concrete started
at some sections in the indicated sequence.

With crushing

of the concrete at one section, the strains at that section
decreased sharply, with accompanying reduction of the strains
in the adjacent sections.

Thus it appears that the effect

of concrete crushing is very similar to that of a field
joint in as much as it allows slippage of the concrete
relative to the steel resulting in a reduction of the con¬
crete compressive stresses.
At high loads longitudinal cracks appear along the
compression zone of the cylinders, and some concrete spalls
20

off there and at the sections undergoing crushing, but
for the most part the concrete is well contained in place
by the light wire reinforcement.

A minimum radius of

curvature of 58 feet was reached with no appreciable loss
of concrete.
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IV.

COMPARISON OP THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Section II and in the Appendix, equations are
derived from a theoretical standpoint for the computation of
moment in the pure flexure span of the composite cylinders
corresponding to given curvatures

or radii of curvature

Figs. 16, 17* and 18 show the results obtained with the
theoretical equations compared with the experimental results
obtained from measured strains and deflections for all
cylinders tested, except 12Sla.

Because of the simulated

field joint in the pure flexure span, cylinder 12Sla behaves
very similarly to a bare pipe.

Results of computations for

a bare pipe are also plotted mainly to serve as a point of
reference for general comparison.
Referring to Pig. 16 for example, it can be seen that
the experimental values of curvature for a total moment (the
moment produced by the dead weight of the cylinder and the
load frames is included) of from 225 K-Ft. to 275 K-Ft. are
greater than the values of curvature for a bare pipe.

This

apparent discrepancy is brought about by the fact that the
"0.2$ offset" steel yield stress

<rOA

was used in making

theoretical computations rather than the complete stressstrain relationship.

Equations making use of the entire

stress-strain relationship are somewhat more cumbersome,
but their use may be justified for certain cases,* therefore
the basic approach to the derivation of such equations is
presented in the Appendix.

22

The results shown in Figs. 16, 17# and 18 indicate
that in the early stages of loading before any concrete
crushing takes place, the concrete increases the flexural
regidity of the composite cylinders above that of a bare
pipe by about

15%

to 20% on the basis of the experimental

data obtained from tests 12Slb, 12W1 and 12W2; after the
concrete starts crushing, the increase in flexural regidity
fades down to only about 5%*
It can be seen in Figs. 16, 17# and 18 that there is
fairly good agreement between theoretical and experimental
results up to the point at which concrete starts crushing;
from that point on experimental values approach those of
a bare pipe.

Theoretical computations were also made for

concrete thicknesses of 1, 2, and 4 inches, and the results,
as well as other pertinent cylinder dimensions and properties,
are shown in Fig.

19.

On the basis of these theoretical

computations, the increase in flexural regidity of a
composite cylinder over a plain steel cylinder in the in¬
elastic region is about 15% for a 1 In. concrete thickness
and about 60% for a 4 In. concrete thickness.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical equations presented here are useful
for predicting reasonably accurate results in the behavior
of composite cylinders under bending loads so long as the
continuity of the concrete is not altered either by crushing,
or a field joint, or any other means.

Cracks in the concrete

caused by handling of the cylinders are not considered dis¬
continuities, as they do not materially affect the behavior
of the cylinder.

After the concrete starts crushing, theo¬

retically predicted curvature results are somewhat higher
than experimental values,
A field joint allows relative movement between concrete
and steel, and consequently it causes a reduction of the
flexural regidity of the composite cylinder to almost that
of a plain steel cylinder or bare pipe.
Concrete causes an appreciable difference in the flex¬
ural regidity of the composite cylinder as compared to a
bare pipe, provided no crushing occurs.

Concrete crushing

has the same effect on the cylinder as a field joint.

On

the basis of tests 12Slb, 12W1 and 12W2, the flexural regidi¬
ty of the composite cylinders before concrete crushing oc¬
curred was 15$ to 20$ higher than that of the bare pipe.
Sharp radii of curvature (minimum of 58 feet attained
in the tests) cause considerable distress in the condition
of concrete, such as longitudinal cracks in the compression
region of the cylinder and crushing and spalling off at some

24

sections.

However the light wire reinforcement contains

the concrete in place thus allowing no appreciable loss in
weight.
Radii of curvature larger than or equal to the minimum
of 58 feet reached in the tests have no significant effect
on the shape of the cylinder cross section.

Consequently

the possibility of buckling for radii of curvature 60 feet
or larger is unlikely for cylinders of diameter and wall
thickness comparable to those of the cylinders tested.
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APPENDIX

In Section II equations were derived for obtaining
neutral axis offset and moment when all strains are elastic,
that is when
other hand

|dc | ^

\so J

J^«| >

|^0|

, and
or

\€st> | — \^y \ •

|^A|

>

If on the

\^y\ * the selection

of post-yield equations to be used for computing neutral
axis offset and moment may be made more conveniently by
introducing two parameters, as shown in Pig. 20t h$ , defined
as the distance from the neutral axis to the point on the
steel cylinder cross section where the strain is €y (0.2^);
and pe , defined as the distance from the neutral axis to
the point on the concrete cylinder cross section where the
strain is €0,

It follows that

he- €yJ>
And

eof>

Once the magnitude of he and f>e is known, the correspond¬
ing equations may be selected from the group of equations
to be derived next, for computing neutral axis offset "p" to
a desired accuracy by an iterative procedure.
With reference to Fig. 20i

rr t 5/N-‘
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Leti Fs= Forces acting on steel cylinder cross section
Fc= Forces acting on concrete cylinder cross section
Fe= Forces acting on portion of steel cylinder cross
section where £ 4*
Fp= Forces acting on portion of steel cylinder cross
section where

£■ >

F0= Forces acting on portion of concrete cylinder
^ €.

cross section where

Fu= Forces acting on portion of concrete cylinder
cross section where
Thusj

Fs « Fe+ Fp,

and

(vz - P ) ^ he

To obtain Fe and Fp when

c/Fe

- Oc

Fc = F0+ Fu
(TZ + p )«

dA

c//% — Fs & d A

•

Fe

-

J 2 J (F* S/N-& f pr) c/r d-&
^ ^ fc

An
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dFp- <Toa cfA
Where Go.z is as shown in Fig. 1, (b)

And

rc/rc/e-

=

/^) ^

••

r
f
(To.& I * Ir* r dr d&

Jn J*,

Fp= <K.i (%*-/;*) (j - ■&,)
Fs= Fe t Fp

But

-

“ j? [ f( T-^)cos q + p(ri-F ) fat £)~^ +

■'■

f

r

2

<ro.2(r/-/;2)([-&,)
(rz~p) - he ^(Fz f p)

When
Now to obtain

Fe and F^ when

O ^ he

(tz-p) l

clFi»~ dA
d f<>3 £s
—^

f

(F^/A/ &

f pr) c/r d-&

j(rZ'5//i*lpr)dt’d'&-fj 2j(rzSw&+pr)dr

Fe=jz (rz - r, l)(cos &z - cos &,) +p(n?-rf)(-&,+ <%And

dfy* <Jo.z dA
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okj

rt

S’

r

tiz

3n

2

•' F/r VZ-zUI tcfrd-6 -0£2l2l

Pp*

<£* (V-'T2)

d-e-

(*i-*,-ir)

f~p

But

• • ''s =j? |f (V- >73) (Cas *i-Co * *>) +p

- hl) (A * <% - 5^)1

i %.z (tf-n*) (*z-e,-v)

he ^ (rz-p)

When

The expression for Fc when the concrete cross section
is all "elastic" (6 ^ £ft) has already been derived in
Section II and will only be restated and categorized here:

r

Fc

“jST £ J (t+Fc

$ )(Cos *3"

T1 fr~3
z

*£(%*-*3 ) (%' *3)j

f &4--&3

,

S/H 2-03 - S/N 3-&4\ ,

r

^y [4^' 3 )\~2— +

4

Co

^)+2 (£<?) fa

When

) +

- ^)j

£*(#”/>)

Now to obtain F0 and Fu when

df0= OZ dA
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o^-J\ <£.

*

But

dp = e £t

Thus

rr+ -+s

yf= -c Z / (rz3tN-& + pr) drd-e +
^ M J*3 r
f * r*+
£z
d
/
2przSjN&j-pzr)drd-&
J
c rJr
3
+3

~p jj (r+~ r$) (Cos &3 ~ Cos ^s) ip (r+l- *s)(&S **
£c tt z["/ /„*
^4. \ f&s"^ / f S/m&3- S/Na&f \
[r r
"z<re p \4 +~ * / (" 2
«
J
t%p(r4-r})(COS'>}-CoS*s)t-z(l4-l3)(*$- O]
And

df-u =

But

<Ju = <rc"^

<f«'

-«Y-

c//4

-0.8!>€6
€u- <5.

0.8s <f«

O'/S €
^ — <f»

t dr d&

r*/
A J+s
‘/A i-j7r
(£k)f 2 j* ('* S'"-e- + pr) Jr d+

^Derived from Information in Fig. 1,
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(c).

0.8 S' So
Fu- 6-

)(*-*)(rK »‘)

Fu

But

Fc

r

FQ + F(J

The value of "p" can now be found* using the proper
selection of expressions for Fs and Fc, by means of the
equilibrium of forces equation
Fs + Fc « 0
It should be noticed that the selection of the proper
set of equations for computing "p" does not depend alone on
he and

but also on the very value of "pM.

This condition

makes it necessary that each cycle of iteration a check
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be run to ascertain that "p" be computed by the proper set
of equations.

Once a value of "pM is computed within a

desired accuracy, the calculation of moment by the correspond¬
ing equations follows readily.

The post-yield equations for

computing moment may be derived as followsi
Leti M = Total moment carried by composite cylinder cross
section.
Ms= Moment carried by steel cylinder cross section.
M0= Moment carried by concrete cylinder cross section.
Me= Moment carried by portion of steel cylinder cross
section where 6* ^ €y
Mp= Moment carried by portion of steel cylinder cross

£ > £y

section where

Mo*5 Moment carried by portion of concrete cylinder

£ ^ £o

cross section where

Mu= Moment carried by portion of concrete cylinder

£o ^

cross section where
Thusi

M = Ms + Mc ,

Ms = Me + Mp ,

To obtain Me and Mp when

and Mc = M0 + Mu

(rz-p) 4=. he

(?itf>) •

a/Me * y (% dA

c/Me = y £s

J

e

A

+ 2przStN&+ p*r)dr c/&

An

+ fz

/

J/r

zpr2S//v& fplr)drd-&1
^
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M

'‘j

[i fcVjfr-i

+

i)~tp(ri-K3)

+

+ f(r*- r/) ('v+z&jJ
And

c/Mp= y <7Z.z dA
>nrz

" ^/> “ ^O.zS2 f
% Je,

(fz S/N-& f pr) dr d-e-

Mp= <£*[f (V-'T^*, +p(rzz- r/)/fBut

/Wj - Me-t- SAp

• /V&’j [i^2^^5;-/•$/*!*,+i)-lp(rti-rl3)ces&,t

/• ^2 [ | ^5 - n V

Cos

*‘+P (>?-ni)(f -

(r2” P) - he * (ri +f)

When

Now to obtain Me and Mp when

o 2- fae £

;

dMe = y <7e dA

d Me- y Es edA
\ A/e = ps zj(^S/Nz-& + 2pr z S/p/-£h Y-pzr)dt d-e- +

3

Z

T£
(A S//Y -& + Zpr^S/N* / Jtxr)
n
*
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dr d»]

+*"***)

-~3p(ri-r?)(7os+,+ Cos#,) fp(rf- /;*)(#, t
And

^V /
•r,

-/r)1

^

r?

'• <£*]
J 2 I

n h,

(rzS/N# +pr)drd&

r& /•J/r

/
(r S*N-& + (or) cit d-eJr, J*z

~°oz\

2

9

<%.z (r23-^)(cos &, - cos e yp
z

But

Ms =

Z

*/ -*)j

(£~H )(#Z-

+ Mp

The expression for Mc when the concrete section is all
"elastic" (& ^ 6, ) has already been derived in Section II
and will only be restated and categorized herei
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f-3p(<i~n *)(&**}- Co^4y((r4 '+&?{%■ (r+~ri) \y°s

]

cs

° % y"\+z)\^

*i pfoWjf^ / s,M**s-s*z+y
+ P (*4 ~,33)(^os^3~6’s*4)i’§(,iZ~f3Z)f&4~&})^
When

£ >(tf~/=)

Now to obtain M0 and Mu when

cfM0

-

(fy -/?) :

y <7c CP/A

o/M.~ye
BC

o <L jo

(/-

-J c/A

r&s 3

..M0-- j z I (r stNz-&-+ 2/>rzs/N&+pzr)drct&
SJr3 J#3
rft r *s
-

4 QryzJ

2J (rfS/rt 3-&-h3r*p J//V 2#+3r zpzs/*&f/>V) dr cte
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^p(rM4)(^r-3t &£*-?”***) t

i-pz(i4-r^)(co^-cos^s)+?(r4z-rjj(%-^)}
o!Mu~ y (ft dA

And

€u~ O. 8S 60

d Mt

&tt ""

7/°)[ */V*-** *

.\Mu~<rr‘i
c* (uZ-

OJ5 f
^4/ ”*

-j^

^^

7?

-£■£.,/ *?/7'^ *Zpr*s<»-e- *p’r)dr </*

-%gk

^iM1*- r>),:°- */(r*-XXi*But

Mc - M0 + Mu
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^j]

The moment ”M” can now be obtained, using the proper
selection of expressions for Ms and Mc, by means of the
equation

M = Mg + Mc
In the foregoing derivations the yield stress of steel
as defined by the "0.2# Offset” standard has been used wher¬
ever applicable in order to simplify the equations.

If more

accurate computations of neutral axis offset and moment
were desired, without regard to the cumbersomeness of the
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resulting equations, the complete stress-strain relation¬
ship of steel as shown in Pig. 21 could be used to deter¬
mine a desired steel stress for any specified strain whether
elastic or Inelastic.

a*

FIG. 21

STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR STEEL

The equations relating steel stress to strain may be
derived as followst

Referring to Fig. 21, let Ei be the

modulus of elasticity of steel between points (0, 0) and
( €, , (77 ) | assume a polynomial function of the form
<7* = A6^+ B£ + C , (A, B, and C are constants) between
the points ( 6, , vj ) and (

) j and let E2 be the modul¬

us of elasticity between point ( &£ »
which

) and the point at

€ = 8 .
To evaluate the constants A, B, and C, consider the

following boundary conditions»
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1

El

~ ^2

^6- 6, '

07

m E'

Differentiating the function
respect to £

6

‘

<r - A€* + B6 + C with

we obtains

djr

+B

ctG

t

and applying the boundary conditionsi

(i%.*;2Ae*
(r)<m ^

=

+ B

=

£

z

A eft B<s,+ C~ £, e,

Thus,

o\

\
1A \

1

o

3

^

*1

fee, 1

W
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C

1

1
~

\

* •

A

Ei-e,

z(*z - *,)

)

Now the necessary steel stress-strain equations arei

(7~

—

QQ

7-=: <7£,

<

when

-

|^/J

* Aezf &€-hC

when

<r=^= + Ez(e-ez)

when |<£>|6|<r|* \ae,\

Wherei A, B and C are as evaluated above and

CJ}= A e/j- BGZ

c

Having the steel stress thus defined for any value
of strain between 0 and

1the

equations for obtaining

neutral axis offset and moment may be derived following a
procedure similar to the one presented in the first part
of this appendix.

FIGURES

(a) SECTION IN PURE FLEXURE

(b) STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR STEEL

(c) STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR CONCRETE
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FIG. 20 COMPOSITE CYLINDER CROSS SECTION
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